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Abstract—Under disaster situations the time to rescue victims
is as important as the lives of rescue teams. Autonomous
mobile robots can be used to explore the dangerous areas in
order to avoid exposing humans to these hazard situations.
However, robots need to be intelligently programmed to explore
efﬁciently the environment. Moreover, robots need to consider
several conditions and knowledge of the environment to provide
priority to more crowded spaces and ignore the unoccupied
ones. This study introduces a priority path planning for search
and rescue situations using mobile robots. A weighted (priority)
graph representing a-priori information about the population
of each space in a public building is used for intelligent path
planning. Therefore, the resulting path is the shortest path with
a maximum gain, i.e. fastest exploration and/or more information
gain (victims detected), information that should be send to the
rescue teams in order to proceed efﬁciently.

I. I NTRODUCTION
and rescue situation is a situation where an unexpected event happened and people’s lives are compromised or in danger. Under these situations, search and rescue
operations play a key role in order to provide aid to people
whose need it without risking the lives of the rescue teams.
Nowadays, robots are used to accomplish some of these
rescue tasks. Mobile robots have been used to explore places
using SLAM (Simultaneous Localization and Mapping) techniques. The maps generated by the robots during the exploration of the places provide key information to rescuers;
however, the generation of the maps might be time-consuming
depending on the structure of the building. Moreover, in
order to decide the next point or space to explore, common
exploration techniques use only in-ﬂight information obtained
by the robot from the building already damaged.
There are some events where the integrity of the building
has not been complete damaged, for instance: situations where
there was a quake or a gas leak, and then the structure of the
building has not been compromised. In order to explore these
types of environments, robots need to focus their exploration
tasks on crowded spaces and discarting the unoccupied ones.
Consequently, robots can provide key information regarding
the crowded spaces to the rescue teams, so that the search and
rescue operations can be focused on these spaces.
Based on the fact that public buildings should have a
map stored at the cloud of each ﬂoor or section indicating
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evacuation routes; robots can use this map in order to have apriori information regarding the structure of the building to be
explored. Therefore, robots might identiﬁed bathrooms, halls,
administrative or general ofﬁces, so that they can identiﬁed
crowded places and prioritize these places for rescue and
search operations.
Exploration is the capability to choose where to go and
navigate to a given point. A well exploration is deﬁned by
gathering as much useful information as possible with minimal
movements and shorter time. Exploration could be used to create or navigate maps which reﬂects in some abstraction level
the structure of the environment. In mobile robotics, there are
several methods to explore a given area, e.g. Gap Navigation
Trees, Potential Fields, Frontier Methods, Information Gain,
etc.
Generally, maps are employed to represent the explored
area. There are different types of maps, these can be classiﬁed
as: metric, topological or hybrids. Recently hybrid maps are
widely used in exploration because these maps merge the
advantages presented in metric and topological maps (e.g.
topological maps provide best precision about the positions
of the robot and obstacles, as well as good path planing.
Furthermore, hybrid maps are made using a topological map
created over metric [1]–[3]).
This paper proposes a hybrid (metric - topological) map to
solve the exploration problem in search and rescue situations
with a-priori knowledge. Unlike previous studies presented in
the literature, our approach uses priority information, which
is added on nodes of topological map in order to get the
maximum gain in the route. Moreover, this hybrid map is
created from the combination of: i) a metric map, which it
is used to indicate emergency exits, the concurrence, time
utility and, ii) a topological map, which provides conditions
for each individual space represented on graph. Based on this
information, the robot is able to prioritize the search of victims
without searching in every space, therefore, key information
regarding the victims can be gathered promptly.
This paper is organized as follows. In section II some related
studies regarding the state-of-the-art are explained. Section III
introduces our approach. Section IV discusses the experiments
and current results. Finally, section V presents our conclusions
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and future work.
II. R ELATED W ORK
Potential ﬁelds have been used widely in path planning
[4], [5]. This method has been employed for: planning paths
over constructed maps and exploring environments while the
map is being built. A metric map modeled as a discrete grid
is the common environment representation [6], [7]. In this
map, each of its cells with ﬁxed size stores the occupancy
probability, which can be discretized as 3 states: free, unknown
and occupied.
First, a high value is assigned to the start point of the map,
and a low value is given to the end point of the map (frontier
zones). Then, a descendant gradient algorithm through the
empty cells of the map is employed in order to navigate from
one point to another using the shortest path (lowest cost) and
avoiding obstacles.
Due to the ﬁxed size of each cell, according to [8], the
distance between two points can be known by multiplying the
number of cell between both points by the cell size in every
dimension.
Different methods to construct graphs over metric maps
have been proposed. This type of maps can be created through
SLAM, i.e. while sensors are collecting data, a metric map
is constructed to represent the environment and a topological
map is constructed over metric [9]. Another approach is that
a topological map is constructed given a metric map already
created [10]. In [11], authors propose an approach to construct
a topological map over a metric one through the deﬁnition of
areas of visibility represented as nodes. The navigation from
one area to other is performed by connecting areas through
doors.
Regarding topological methods, these methods performed
the exploration using connectivity graphs. In this case, once a
node has been reached, there is no need to measure distance or
orientation. A topological map is a graph of the environment
in which path planning can be done easily. Once a node has
been reached, this is marked as visited place. Consequently,
metric and orientation measurements are calculated only when
the reached node is marked as no-visited place. In this type
of maps, routes are known through the connections of two or
more nodes. Moreover, these connections are invariant, thus
there is no need to compute the path every time. The only
data required to calculate the path is the current node and
the adjacent ones. An approach deﬁned in [12] can identify
speciﬁc places in a map and distinguish between a visited
place and no-visited place.
A topological map has a more complex approach where
restrictions are considered, this type of maps are illustrated as
weighted graphs. The edges of these graphs have associated
costs (weight). Therefore, constraints might be implemented
in this type of graph. An approach using constrains can be
found in [13].
In this type of graph the lowest cost is computed instead
of the shortest path, i.e. the lowest cost path could or could
not be the shortest one and could have more nodes than the

shortest path. The function of cost is implemented using the
edges.
As mentioned earlier, there is a special interest regarding the
metric-topological maps (hybrid maps) due to its precision and
simplicity. Both characteristics are useful in robotics, specially
in path planning because there is the need to navigate through
spaces avoiding obstacles and getting maximum information
and the lowest cost path.
In literature, strategies of path planning are based mostly on
the cost to reach a node in order to ﬁnd the shortest path. In this
context, Dijkstra, A* or D* algorithms [14] are widely used
on grid based maps and graphs to ﬁnd the path with the lowest
cost. These methods try to search the shortest path from a point
A to point B. Additionally, in robotics, it is desirable that the
method involves constrains on the path [13] (e.g. obstacle or
risk avoidance).
Nevertheless, ﬁnding the shortest path is not the only
problem that robots have to face, there are other constrains or
scenarios to consider when the distance is not the only measure
to take into account. Therefore, the previous algorithms are
not suitable [13]. In this case, weighted graphs or constrains
graphs are useful. Moreover, multi-dimension weighted [15]
or multi-constrains [16] graphs have been proposed to plan
the path and exploration.
Due to compactness and invariant structure of topological
maps, planning using these maps is more effective than using
grids. Therefore, it might be less time-consuming even if the
shortest path is not the only measurement to consider. The
computation of the shortest and the lowest-cost path depends
only on the number of nodes (areas) deﬁned in the graph and
not on the world size which is much larger.
Path planning is used in search and rescue situations to explore the spaces. Speciﬁcally, SLAM technique is employed in
unknown environments to perform the path planning because
the structure of the building might present inaccuracies due
to the damage [17]–[19]. Generally, it is desirable that tasks
on this type of scenarios are autonomous, semi-autonomous
or collaborative [20], and they must be directed to the most
promising regions of the environment [19].
As discussed above, exploration methods have been widely
used in the literature to perform SLAM. For instance, a
visibility map has been created using a guard robot with a
pre-build map [21].
III. P RIORITY PATH P LANNING E XPLORATION
As mentioned earlier, our approach uses hybrid maps. Table
1 shows two of the maps employed in the experiments. These
maps were chosen because they are similar to scenarios of
common ofﬁces.
Usually, the representation of the environment is performed
via metric maps. Consequently, the proposed hybrid map is
created based on the metric one using the method described
in [11]. In this method, every node is deﬁned by a visibility
area. A slight difference is that on map constructed connection
nodes are added in the middle of every shared area border
(Doors - Connections), then every area node (An) is connected
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(a) A common ofﬁce spacing.

(a) A common ofﬁce spacing.

(b) A modiﬁcation of our working environment.

(b) A modiﬁcation of our working environment.

Fig. 1: Metric Maps. a) A common ofﬁce spacing b) A
modiﬁcation of our working environment.

with every connection node (Cn) if a line of sight exists (such
as in table 2).
Then, every node has a position on the metric map and there
are N nodes where:
N = An + Cn

(1)

Once connection has been done, a priority (gain) is assigned
to every area node (connection nodes has no priority assigned),
then a gain node list G = [g1 , g2 , ..., gi ] is created and a gain
gi for every zone is calculated and assigned initially through:
100
gi = An

i=1

i

∗ An − i

100
D

(3)

where:
D=

need to be crossed in a path and their distances. Once CL is
calculated, every possible path of size P s from current nearest
node to maximum priority node that do not repeat area nodes
is calculated. Then, cost of every path is computed by:
L = S ∗ CL

N
−1 


(Pi+1 (x) − Pi (x))2 + (Pi+1 (y) − Pi (y))2 (4)

i=1

This ensures that lost by cell becomes invariant and the cost
between nodes can be calculated by computing the nodes that

(5)

where:

(2)

In order to calculate the cost, the metric map is used because
every node has a position x, y in a 2D metric map and every
connection is done through the line of sight. There is a line
between nodes and its distance can be calculated through its
points. Based on this, a path P that crosses all or mostly of
area nodes without repeating from ﬁrst to last area node in
graph is calculated, then cell cost is computed through:
CL =

Fig. 2: Hybrid Maps. Topological maps constructed over
metric. a) A common ofﬁce spacing and b) modiﬁcation of our
working environment. Green; Area Nodes. Black: Connection
Nodes. Gray: Connection between Nodes.

S=

P
s−1 

(Pi+1 (x) − Pi (x))2 + (Pi+1 (y) − Pi (y))2 (6)

i=1

To calculate gain in a route is just needed to add every
individual node gain gi in path as:
Gr =

An


gi ∈ P

(7)

i=1

Next, every possible route from nearest node to maximum
priority area without repeating area nodes is calculated and a
list of paths LP = [P1 , P2 , ..., Pi ] is created and for every Pi
its Gri is calculated and add to a list of gains Grl.
Then, the Best Route to Max priority node is calculated by
8:
Grl
)
(8)
Br = arg max (
L
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(a) First Conﬁguration.

Fig. 4: Conﬁguration of author’s working space, numbers
represents position and priority of every area node, blue points
are connection nodes and red points are the Starting Area
Nodes.

(b) Second Conﬁguration.

Fig. 3: a) First and b) second conﬁguration of ofﬁce spacing.
Numbers represents position and priority of every area node,
blue points are connection nodes and red points are the Starting
Area Nodes.
Once the ﬁrst node is reached a list V is initialized and,
every time a node is reached Ani is added, then a priority
increment is calculated by:
V n
gi
(9)
P I = i=1
Vn
for each gi ∈ V and a priority update is done by gi = gi + P I
/ V and for each gi ∈ V gi = 0
if gi ∈
IV. E XPERIMENTS
As mentioned above, various experiments were performed
using two different maps. In order to do experiments on
Gazebo (ROS simulator) with a simulated robot (a P3DX
from Adept Mobile Robots), these two maps were created
using ROS. These environments are modiﬁed slightly from
our real building and some ofﬁce spacing used by university
researchers. The ﬁrst one (table 3) is a simply common ofﬁce
and the second one is a modiﬁcation of our current working
building (Fig. 4).
As indicated previously, the ﬁrst world represents a simply
ofﬁce world in where two conﬁgurations with different starting
points were tested. In the ﬁrst conﬁguration the priority nodes
were deﬁned as (from left to right and top to bottom): 5, 3,
1, 7, 2, 6, 4. In this conﬁguration, the node 7 was deﬁned as
initial node and since node 1 is the highest priority node it
was selected as the ﬁnishing node.
In the second conﬁguration the graph was deﬁned as 2, 5,
1, 7, 4, 6, 3. In this conﬁguration node 5 was selected as the
initial node and as in test 1, node 1 is the ﬁnishing node. The
results are presented in next sections 1) and 2).

1) Test 1: In test 1, the cell loss obtained
was CL
=
0.034, and because the area node
was 7, the gain obtained for every node was
G
=
[28.571, 23.809, 19.047, 14.285, 9.523, 4.761, 0.0].
Then, if the shortest path is from An = 7 to An = 1, the
resulting path is: sP = [7, 12, 3, 8, 1]. If connection node is
eliminated and gain of every area node is added, the gain for
this route is obtained by: GrsP = 47.619. Again, through
metric map, loss in route is calculated: L = 52.007.
Then, dividing the gain in the route by the total lost, the
shortest path gain is calculated as: P Gr = 0.915. To compute
Br through priority weighted graph, it is added every gain of
area nodes in : BrP = [7, 11, 2, 12, 3, 8, 1], then: GrBrP =
71.428.
The loss in the best route is calculated as: L = 67.375, and
the gain in the best calculated route is: Br = 1.060.
As explained earlier, the algorithm of Br decides to go
ﬁrst to node 2 because the priority and closeness obtain a
higher gain than in the shortest path. By choosing this path
Br, algorithm chooses a path balanced between gain and
distances adding 23.809 to Gr and 15.367 to L.
2) Test 2: As in test 1 the number of area node
was 7, in this scenario the priority of nodes was the
only one changing, the cell loss and the list of node
gain remain as CL = 0.034, and the gain list is
G = [28.571, 23.809, 19.047, 14.285, 9.523, 4.761, 0.0]. Then,
if the shortest path from An = 5 to An = 1 is calculated, the
resulting path is: sP = [5, 8, 1]. And the gain for the shortest
path route is: GrsP = 38.095. The calculated loss for this
path is: L = 27.019.
And dividing the route gain by the path loss, the path gain is
obtained as: P Gr = 1.409. To calculate Br through priority
weighted graph, every gain of nodes is added in: BrP =
[5, 8, 1]. Then gain for the best route is:GrBrP = 38.095.
And the loss for the best route is: L = 27.019. And calculating
the best route gain by: Br = 1.409. The best route and the
shortest path match. This means that gain of near node is not
high enough to deviate the path followed by the robot.
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Fig. 5: Results of test 1 (Top) and 2 (Bottom) on common
ofﬁce spacing world. Green point: Initial position. Black point:
Finish node. Yellow line: Best Route. Cyan line: Shortest Path.

Fig. 6: Results of test 1 (Top) and 2 (Bottom) in modiﬁed
working world. Green point: Initial position. Black point:
Finish node. Yellow line: Best Route. Cyan line: Shortest Path.
Red line: Path added

A. Modiﬁcation of our working environment
World used in this experiment is a modiﬁcation of author’s
working building. In this experiment, only one conﬁguration
was deﬁned. Area nodes were deﬁned as (from left to right
and top to bottom): 4, 14, 3, 8, 2, 13, 9, 10, 7, 6, 11, 12, 1, 5.
Then, the ﬁrst selected starting point was 14 and the second
one was the node number 4. In both cases, the ﬁnish point
was 1 due to its high priority. Results are shown in next
sections 1) and 2).
1) Test 1: In the ﬁrst test the cell lost obtained were CL =
0.019 and the gain list was G = [14.285, 13.186, 12.087,
10.989, 9.890, 8.791, 7.692, 6.593, 5.494, 4.395, 3.296, 2.197,
1.098, 0.0]. if the shortest path is from An = 14 to An = 1,
the resulting path is: sP = [14, 31, 13, 27, 1]. Therefore,
the gain in the route adding every area node in path is:
GrsP = 31.301. And the lost for this path is: L = 13.393.
Then, dividing the gain of nodes in route by the lost of the
route, the shortest path is calculated as: P Gr = 2.337.
To compute Br through priority weighted graph, every area
node in BrP = [14, 29, 3, 28, 9, 27, 13, 24, 1] is added, then
the gain GrBrP = 49.198 is obtained and the lost for this
route is calculated as: L = 16.852. Again dividing the node
gain by the lost, the best-route gain is: Br = 2.919
It can be seen that a gain of 2.919 is obtained when the best
route algorithm is used; whereas a gain of 2.337 is reported
when the shortest path algorithm is applied. Consequently,
it can be concluded that the best route algorithm found the
best way to travel along the path with maximum gain. On the
other hand, the shortest path algorithm found the fastest way
to go from node 14 to 1, but in a long-term many repetitions

of nodes are done and some priority nodes are dropped or
delayed.
2) Test 2: Regarding the ofﬁce scenario, the cell lost and
list of gain remain in the second test as CL = 0.019 and
G = [14.285, 13.186, 12.087, 10.989, 9.890, 8.791, 7.692,
6.593, 5.494, 4.395, 3.296, 2.197, 1.098, 0.0]. If the shortest
path from An = 4 to An = 1 is calculated through the path
sP = [4, 15, 6, 16, 11, 22, 1], the gain of nodes for this route is
GrsP = 47.353 and the lost of the path is L = 15.490. As in
previous tests, the gain for the route is obtained dividing the
gain by the lost: P Gr = 3.056. To calculate Br through priority weighted graph in: BrP = [4, 15, 6, 16, 11, 21, 12, 23, 1],
the gain is obtained as: GrBrP = 47.360 and lost is calculated
as: L = 13.672. Then the best route gain is obtained as:
Br = 3.463
It can be seen that in both scenarios the best route algorithm
added one or more nodes to the shortest path. In second test,
the best route algorithm added just one area node deﬁned in
the corridor because of its gain and its closeness, adding more
gain than its lost.
V. C ONCLUSION
This paper presented a modiﬁed version of the path planning
with visual graph, which considers constraints or priorities
over a hybrid map. Priorities determine the population of
certain spaces (i.e. if the space is crowded). This is useful when
robots explore environments in order to avoid wasting time in
the rescue mission. Consequently, the search might be focused
only on the crowded spaces, by ignoring the empty spaces.
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Robots can modify the path planning through the use of
priorities assigned to crowded spaces, therefore, the path with
the highest gain is employed. Finally it could be concluded that
in both worlds (modiﬁcation of our real working environment
and simply ofﬁce), novel approach of priority weighted graph
path planning demonstrated very good performance. In future
work, an implementation of this modiﬁed algorithm will be
tested in real situations as well as compared with some other
approaches despite of their differences.
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